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ABSTRACT 
Yana Suryana (204102376), Moral Messages in Maher Zain’s Music Album 
Entitled Thank You Allah 
Moral is something has been attended in any reading media; magazine’ 
newspaper, holy books (Al Quran, Bible, Tripitaka, etc), short story, novel, song lyric, 
poem, poetry are the kinds of media in distributing moral. Primarily in literature itcan 
reflects point of view author, the view about truth-values,or a suggestion of moral 
teaching. Moral mesage is formed as religious moral and social critics. Innitially moral 
is implicit or explicit substance in literary a work. All items of moral can be found if the 
reader deep in understanding and apprehending the content. Reading Maher Zain’s song 
lyrics in album Thank You Allah is unmemorable and beyond attitude can cast up 
because the moral so touch life of writer. The moral in Maher Zain’s can be moulded 
human to get awareness in spending their age and grasped. Forwardly, the researcher 
focuses on two cases, namely: What kind of moral messages are available in Maher 
Zain’s song lyrics in music album entitled Thank You Allah? In what extent the moral 
messages are represented in Maher Zain’s song lyrics in music album Thank You Allah? 
The research is concentrated on qualitative research method which major in dig 
up of sources from literary works and library study. One of method is content analyzing. 
The base in  this method is interpretation which emphasize to the message content. The 
purpose of this method is to know the meaning that relied on an intensity fact as data 
checked. The main data is taken from music album of Maher Zain’s which entitled 
Thank you Allah. It also supported by theory of literature and moral understanding from 
Frank Palmer. Afterwards, the data is analyzed thru several steps, as follows: 
identifying data, interpreting data, making generalization and final result. 
In Maher Zain’s song lyrics are exist moral messages for mankind. The content 
in this album has two impression moral messages. First, the relationship between human 
and the others human; in this case the link man between Moslem and Muhammad SAW. 
The second is relationship between man and his creator (Allah SWT). In addition moral 
messagesof Maher Zain’s Thank You Allah are represented in the intrinsic elements of 
poetry, in this case song lyrics. Moral messages also discovered in figurative and 
imagery rates. 
In the end, accomplishment of analyzing this whole chore, it can be withdraw 
the conclusion that the song lyrics in Maher Zain’s music album Thank You Allah 
contain moral messages, notably for Moslem. The majority messages are drawn in 
figurative language and imagery. 
